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T H E 0 W A 
A~~:REVIEW OF ACTIVITY IN HOME ECONOMICS AT THE IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OCTOBER, 1944 
MEAT maintains 
the fighting man! 
Meat, meat, and more meat- no food is more 
necessary to build the kind of battlers it takes 
to get this thing finished fast. So it's little 
wonder that there's lots less for you to sell 
hungry folks here at home. 
But home economists know that homefront 
fighters need health and strength-giving meat, 
too. That's why the limit~d supplies 
meat like Morrell Hams. Homemakers are 
eager for and glad to get helpful suggestions 
that conserve and stretch their rich flavor and 
goodness to the limit. 
For instance, spread the good word about 
extender recipes, casserole dishes, stews, 
and other tempting meat-saver dishes. 
now available must be shared . 
You can do much toward stretching 
the available supply-favored cuts of 
I 
• 
There's no better way to be of serv-
ice ... to help America's housewives 
keep their families well-fed with meat, 
the body builder. 
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INSURE A SPEEDIER VICTORY-INVEST IN MORE WAR BONDS NOW/ 
The cover cut shows Marjorie Aikman 
and Charlotte Iseman, home eco-
nomics freshmen , viewing the campa-
nile, the symbol of Iowa State, as they 
pause on a tour of their chosen campus 
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College /Teshmen, similar to this prospective student, are 
eager to derive maximum benefit from their wm·time education 
A RESEARCH grant of $5,900 has been made to Iowa State by the Upjohn Company for the 
continuation of studies on better methods for peni-
cillin production. These studies were started a year 
ago by the Industrial Science Research Institute of the 
college. Two other grants involve research on poultry 
products and are also continuations of studies already 
in progress. One for $4,000 from the Refrigeration 
Research Foundation, is for research on retention of 
nutritive properties of foods by refrigeration and on 
refrigerated storage of poultry. A grant of $2,500 from 
the Poultry and Egg National Board is for studies on 
the nutritive value of egg proteins. 
-+c 
If cash living expenditures are a fair indication, 
Iowa farm families are doing their pm·t in holding 
down wartime living costs. This is indicated by home 
account books which have been analyzed at Iowa State 
by Miss Marie Budolfson, extension home manage-
m ent specialist. The report showed that farm families 
had spent more money on food, clothing, health and 
2 
cont1·ibutions to charity, but expenditures for auto-
mobiles, education and home furnishings had dimin-
ished. 
Focal point for national attention and recipient of 
a re.cent 50 million dollar Congressional appropriation 
is the community school lunch program. Mrs. Era 
Duncan, extension food preservation assistant at large 
from Iowa State, reports that the 1944-45 federal-local 
setup will be similar to that conducted last year in 
which 666 Iowa schools participated . In addition to 
federal funds, suitable food purchased by the War 
Food Administration will be distributed to the schools. 
Created to safeguard health, the lunch program as-
sures at least one-third of a child's daily food require-
ments. Meals are provided free of charge to those 
unable to pay for them. 
A new course for training food service executives is 
being established at the University of Chicago to be 
di1·ected by Miss Fern Gleiser, former head of Institu-
tion Management at Iowa State. She will be professor 
of Institutional Economics and Managem ent in the 
School of Business Administration. A part of her time 
will be devoted to developing the program initiated 
at the university by the National R estaurant Associa-
tion. Their grant of $100,000 will be used to train 
efficient executives with an educational background 
in restaurant management. 
-+c 
Formerly of Iowa State's Home Management De-
partment, Miss Ruth Bonde will direct the Home Ad-
ministration curriculum at Northwestern University. 
The program in home economics, launched under the 
School of Commerce, will provide a combination of 
cultural, technical and professional education. 
-+c 
A master sample of the farms in every one of the 
3,QOO counties in the United States is being compiled 
at I ow a State in a huge cooperative statistical project 
between the college and the United States Department 
of A griculture. When completed, the sample, which 
will include I8 percent of the farms in the nation, 
will be used by government and state agencies for 
learn ing needed facts about farm families, farm oper· 
ations and farm production. The job at I owa State 
is to select the farms on which this interviewing and 
surveying will be done .. - Marilyn Clayton. 
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~ TUDENTS enrolling in home economics at Iowa 
() State this fall are under the leadership of Dr. P. 
Mabel Nelson, fourth dean of the Home Economics 
Division. Assuming her new office this September, 
Dean Nelson replaces Genevieve Fisher, who headed 
the division for 17 years. 
Having built the Foods and Nutrition Depa:rtment 
to its present nationally-known status, Dean Nelson 
brings to her new position a background of adminis-
trative and scientific experience. Dr. Nelson came 
to Iowa State in 1923 and became head of the Foods 
and Nutrition Department in 1926. She is a member 
of the college graduate committee and is head of the 
foods and nutrition subsection of the home economics 
section of the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station. 
The new dean has been chairman of the State Nutri-
tion Council since organization in 1940. She is per-
manent chairman of the North Central States cooper-
ative project for the study of the nutritional status of 
college women. 
Six years after Dean Nelson's arrival at Iowa State, 
she introduced the dietetic major in the foods and 
nutrition curriculum. The number of students major-
Symbolizing the advancement of home economics 
at Iowa State is the Home Economics Building 
ing in dietetics and related fields has greatly increased 
since her arrival and research departments have ex-
panded from one small laboratory to nine laboratories 
i~ which 10 research projects are being conducted . 
Smce she has been head of the Foods and Nutrition 
Department, Iowa State has trained the largest ~um­
ber of dietetic students in the United States. Fourteen 
students have received their degrees as doctors of 
philosophy in the Foods and Nutrition Department, 
eight in nutrition, three in foods and three in nutri-
tion with another subject such as bacteriology, p~ysi-
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Students welcome Dr. P. 
Mabel Nelson, their new 
dean of home economics 
ology or chemistry. All of these graduates with the 
exception of one who is head of home economics at 
West China University, Chengtu, Szechwan, are hold-
ing positions of responsibility in the United States. 
When Dean N elson started h er own college edu-
cation at the University of California, she planned 
to major in English. After two years at the univer-
sity, she changed her major to home economics and 
transferred to the State Normal School of Manual 
Arts and Home Economics at Santa Barbara. After 
one year of study here, she received a diploma entitling 
her to teach sewing and cooking, and for the next 
two years she taught these subjects in the schools of 
her home town, Riverside, California. In 1914 Dean 
Nelson returned to the University of California to 
enroll in Nutrition, which was introduced that year 
in the Department of Agriculture. She received the 
bachelor of science degree in 1915 and the master of 
science degree cum laude in 1916, both in nutrition. 
She returned to Santa Barbara to teach in the State 
Normal School for three years. Then she ent~ red 
Yale University on a Currier Fellowship and received 
the degree of doctor of philosophy in the field of 
physiological chemistry in 1923. 
Dean Nelson is a member of Alpha Nu, Sigma Xi, 
Phi Kappa Phi, Omicron Nu, Phi Upsilon Omicron, 
Sigma Delta Epsilon, Iota Sigma Pi, American Chemi-
cal Society, American Institute of Nutrition and Mor-
tar Board. 
Twelve articles for national publications have been 
written by Dean Nelson and she has assisted in the 
compilation of material for 27 articles which h ave 
been published in home economics and science journals. 
Having traveled extensively, both in the United 
States and Europe, Dean Nelson has visited the labora-
tories of physiological chemistry and the schools of 
home economics in England, Scotland, France, Italy, 
Switzerland, Austria, Germany, Norway and Sweder. 
H er travels also have included Alaska, Mexico, Guate-
mala, the Panama Canal and a Caribbean cruise. 
As the new dean of the Home Economics Division, 
Dr. Nelson is acutely aware of the strain of the pres-
ent times and is anxious to give h er students the kind 
of training which will help them learn how to live in 
the challenging years ahead. 
Deary9 Nelson's hearty laugh and sympathetic under-
stanaipg of her''students' problems ,make her admired 
and beloved by all who work withher. The students 
in the division are proud and happy to welcome Dr. 
Nelson as their dean . 
'.! •Y' 
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Miss jane Fay, social director, offers freshmen 
suggestions on campus etiquette at Iowa State 
THE sudden precipitation from the secure position 
of a high school senior to the uncertain standing 
of a college freshman often results in a disconcerting 
loss of confidence, especially in the field of social con-
duct. If our personalities are not developed and im-
proved during college training, we have failed ourselves 
in an important phase of education. And so, for con-
fused new arrivals, we present some suggestions on 
what to do and how to do it at Iowa State. 
On this campus emphasis is placed upon a sincere 
desire for graceful and considerate behavior toward 
others. 
As a start on classroom and campus etiquette, re-
member to be prompt at all times. The l~te-comer 
to class interrupts the professor and distracts the class. 
If it's an appointment, there is no quicker way to get 
off on the wrong foot than to be late. 
Leave laboratories and classrooms in a state of neat-
ness-a few minutes on the part of each student may 
save an instructor an hour or two. 
Courtesy in relation to dates is an important part 
of campus etiquette. If the time of a cl"ate is set for 
eight o'clock, make it by then. Sometimes a beautiful 
evening is ruined before it even gets started, for no 
fellow cares to sit and wait for his date. 
Careful grooming is an important factor in this 
business of dating. If college women on the campus 
always look too casual and unkempt who's going to 
know how lovely they can look if they never get invited 
to a formal dance? 
Students in college tend to be sheep-like and forget 
that individuality, combined with good taste, is an 
achievement with great dividends. The college woman 
who is smartly dressed ignores unbecoming fads and 
devises schemes of dress and make-up which are the 
most flattering to her individual features 
Putting their best foot forward at the traditional all-college mixe1· m·e 
these freshmen who are enjoying the ojJportunity to form new friendships 
and persona)ity. Fads can add variety to 
life but they become monotonous when 
overdone. That goes for personalities as 
well as clothes- pity the members of any 
one group that develop identical "lines." 
To say that breaking dates is discourte-
ous is an understatement. It is simply a 
must-not-do .. Except in case of illness or 
some other extreme emergency, it is never 
permissible to break a date. You are under 
no obligation to make a date, but once 
made, it must be kept. 
Be appreciative. If you receive flowers 
from your date, let him know you appre-
ciate them. Compliments and words of 
appreciation are ·usually brief, but they are 
as important as the bright accents in a 
painting-with them, the picture is com-
plete; without them, it is unfinished and 
dissatisfying. 
Become acquainted with the rules of 
your own organization in regard to your 
housemother and guests. They enter the 
dining room first and leave ahead of others. 
Always help them to be seated. Follow the 
lead of your hostess in beginning to eat 
and in the use of silver. 
In the parlors, college women always 
rise respectfully when a housemother or 
guests enter. Cordial friendliness shown to 
all guests in your college home is an indi-
cation of your social poise. 
Don't forget that all-important courtesy 
to your college, your loyalty. This is the 
campus of your choice, so don't insult your 
intelligence by thoughtless griping. 
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I F I were a freshman again I'd probably feel just as you do-a little shy and more than a little uncertain 
about the proper approach to a college education. But 
if I were to do it over again I know I'd place more em-
phasis on some things, eliminate a few and substitute 
for others. For instance-
*I'D STUDY AS I WAS MEANT TO STUDY-
If you're attending college-especially during war-
time-you're earnestly seeking an education and that, 
of course, entails a little concentrated effort on your 
part. Studying just at final time will only result in a 
befuddled mind accompanied by that unglamorous 
"Oh-I'm-so-tired" look. Of course you want to avoid 
the dry-ball stage so concentrate your efforts when you 
do study and you'll have plenty of time left for out-
side activities. 
If you become acquainted with some of your pro-
fessors you 'll be enthusiastic about all of your courses-
even the ones that you've dreaded. Instructors are 
just as human as you and I and they're much more 
interested in your individual advancement than you 
realize. It's not at all difficult to stop after class and 
talk with them a few minutes-and it's even better to 
make an appointment for a longer conference. If your 
friends accuse you of apple-polishing, forget it because 
they just might be a little bit envious of your poise. 
*I 'D MAKE FRIENDS WITH MANY-
There's no better place than college for the growth 
of lasting fri endships and your four years will not be 
complete if you don' t compile a long list of true 
friends. If you're inclined to be retiring in the presence 
of strangers, go to work on yourself and conquer that 
phobia. It's too easy for people to believe that the 
hard-to-get-acquainted-with person just doesn't want to 
be fri endly, but if you meet people more than halfway 
they're sure to respond. You can't avoid being popular 
if you have a ready smile as you walk to and from 
classes and a friendly word for the shy girl sitting 
next to you in the classroom. 
*I'D DEVELOP A VARIETY OF INTERESTS-
It's taken for granted that studies will be practically 
your sole interest during fall quarter, but after your 
OcTOBER, 1944 
This fall's freshman, after four years of well-rounded campus 
life, will face her future confidently as tomorrow's graduate 
school work is well under control, branch out into 
other college activities. There are bound to be some 
activities which will interest you more than others, 
but you'll want to try several of them before con-
centrating on a certain few. 
You can best lay the groundwork for your future 
activities by attending the meetings of freshmen or-
ganizations. If you take an active part by voicing your 
opinions and volunteering for jobs you'll get just 
twice as much fun out of the meetings. Every activity 
which you enter whole-heartedly will bring you new 
friends and experiences which will always be invalu-
able to you. 
While you 're concentrating on your own activities, 
don't forget to be interested in all the new develop· 
ments at school- whether they're concerned with elec-
trons or the latest ice cream concoction at the U nion. 
You'll never find yourself tongue-tied in a group if 
you 've been alert and can make your own contributions 
to the conversation. 
It'd be fun to be a freshman again- in fact I envy 
you because the four years ahead of you are so chuck 
full of the best experiences in your life. 
- A Senior 
5 
Classroom attitude and interest are important fac-
tors in a student's advancement) says Ruth M idgorden 
N ow that clothes are unpacked, registration is 
. pver and the first homesick tears have been 
shed, ·you may wonder what will happen when you 
enter your classrooms. 
Professors, like you and your roommates, are un-
consciously or consciously influenced by the little 
things that constitute your appearance and attitude. 
With an eye to good grooming, most professors will 
notice if your hair is smooth and well-brushed and if 
your clothes are clean and pressed. You may not 
realize that your nail polish is chipped but others 
will spy it immediately, particularly your professors, 
who will automatically deduct ten points from your 
otherwise perfect appearance. ' 
Orderliness is a virtue which is appreciated by every 
professor. If you take notes methodically and write 
them in a clear, large hand, your chances of gaining 
his favor are a good 10 to 1. Legible notes that can be 
found and referred to easily place you in a prominent 
spot in your instructor's regard. 
Typewritten, double-spaced reports which have felt 
the imprint of a good, black ribbon make it easier 
for your papers to pass the strict censorship of orderli-
ness.. A professor can't resist favoring a neatly typed 
or written paper-which, in many cases, makes for a 
better grade. Papers written or scrawled in a small, 
fine hand are bugbears. 
Most professors, plagued by seemingly countless 
papers to grade, abhor colored ink or pencil-written 
papers so if your favorite ink is a green or brown to 
match your stationery, save it for correspondence with 
your close friends. 
Attitude is that intangible something which tells 
your instructor whether or not you deserve to be in 
college. Those who come to school in search of 
knowledge, for the sake of knowledge itself, rise fast 
in the opinion of instructors. Those who come to . 
college merely to "get by" would please their instruc-
tors more if they had never enrolled in their courses. 
Professors are delighted to find students not limited 
by the covers of their textbooks. 
Every instructor knows-and students sometimes 
discover-that examinations are minimum tests of 
knowledge. Students who continually complain about 
unfair treatment or ask what exams will cover don't 
rate the category of scholars. 
Intrepid students will not accept everything a pro-
fessor says as gospel, but will question and will spend 
time verifying his opinions. Naturally, mere opinion-
ating for the sake of argument will get you nowhere, 
but honest, logical reasoning will cover miles. 
Another important attitude is the value which a 
student places on time management. You will have to 
plan your work carefully and budget your time. You 
can't play every evening, nor must you work too stead-
ily. Students who earn a part or all of their college 
expenses will have to learn early that there is a maxi-
mum to human physical endurance and that it is not 
wise to tax their bodies to that 
Professors welcome students such as those in this government class who are inter-
. ested in their work and contribute their ideas and opinions to the group discussions 
limit or beyond it consistently. 
Expenditure of energy and time 
must be evened up. Each professor 
expects a certain amount of time 
to be devoted to his course. Al-
though sometimes it is difficult 
to do because interests vary, stu-
dents should try to place a fairly 
even amount of emphasis on each 
course. 
Your ability to express yourself 
is particularly noticed by the in-
structor. Learn early, if you have 
not already mastered the art, to 
tell others your ideas, opinions 
and thoughts coherently and logi-
cally. 
Exhibit an active interest in 
classwork and participate. It isn't 
enough to be a sideliner and let 
others expr€ss the thoughts you 
are thinking. In many courses, 
your class recitation is almost the 
only basis for your grade. At the 
same time, you must employ 
temperance and not be offensive 
about displaying your knowledge. 
You can make a definite contri-
bution to your class without mak-
ing yourself disliked or misunder-
stood by the other class members. 
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Business Home Economics-
Professor Katherine Goeppinger's survey for the 
American Horn e Economics Convention appears 
in full in the Sept. journal of Home Economics 
These highlights from the job front summarize 58 
qu estionnaires answeTed by home economics business 
women, their vocational guidance chaiTman, college 
jJlacement directors and others such as trade associ-
ation officials and manufacturers-in positions where 
they can obseme national tTends. The 1·eport covers 
new and jJostwar oppoTtunities, not temporaT~ waT-
time positions. 
TREND SHARPLY UPWARD 
Requests for Iowa State home economists alone 
increased 300 percent in the past 2 years. This 
year there were more than 2000 calls when only 360 
senior women were graduated, lj5 of whom were mar-
ried immediately. 
In the last 2 years requests for food service workers 
have more than doubled; for dietitians and experi-
mental food workers they have multipli_ed five times; 
for public relations women, seven times; and for other 
jpurnalism positions, nine times. The need for labor-
atory tehnicians is creating a new field for homco: eco-
nomics graduates-52 calls this year. 
OPENINGS IN CHILD SERVICE CENTERS 
The greatest increase in demand today is from nur-
sery schools. Because of the growing realization of 
the importance of supervised child development and 
the warti171e need for industrial nursery schools, calls 
have increased 20 times in the last 2 years. Work in 
child care centers in industries has opened to home 
economists a fascinating new fi~ld in which there are 
two types of work: feeding and teaching young child-
ren of working mothers. Employers believe postwar 
demands for nursery schools will increase. 
TEXTILES AND CLOTHING JOBS 
\Ve are entering an era in the textile industry which 
will offer home economists with vision many new op-
portunities in textile standards laboratories, publicity, 
promotion, research, fashion photography, designing 
and styling the new fabrics, merchandising, commercial 
laundry work, and the dry-cleaning industry. Develop-
ment of the greatest fashion center in the world in 
New York, N.Y., is anticipated, with all of the oppor-
tunties that implies: design, handwork, textiles, pat-
terns, sketching. 
JOBS IN THE EQUIPMENT FIELD 
Opportunities for women with training both in 
equipment and in foods will be unprecedented after 
the war, partly because of pent-up demand for now 
scarce householii equipment and appliances. It is 
estimated that · the replacement market alone should 
absorb more t~an 16 million appliances. A Chamber 
of Commerce poll indicates that more than a million 
and a half families intend to build or buy new homes 
(_}EOBER, 1944 
Miss Goeppinger and Professor Marvin of the journalism 
Department discuss opportunities for home economists 
within 6 months after the war- homes which will 
need new equipment. 
Utilities are starting to reorganize their home eco-
nomics departments. Many home economists will be 
needed for educational work on kitchen and laundry 
pl.a~ming, household equipment, home lighting and 
w1nng. 
WORK IN FOOD AND NUTRITION 
Postwar expansion in the frozen food field will mean 
several thousand new jobs with firms manufacturing 
home units and in locker plants all over the nation 
where blanching and ' packaging kitchens will be set 
up. Locker companies will hire public relations 
people. 
Home economists who were outstanding in food 
chemistry and at the same time good cooks are needed 
in developing new food products, particularly de-
hydrated and frozen foods. 
·with continued federal aid, the school lunch prog-
ram .will be a definite part of an increasing number of 
schools. 
IN THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY 
The restaurant industry, with 25 million customers 
a day, offers many opportunities for college graduates 
who have majored in institution management. This 
industry ranks fifth among retail trades in volume of 
sales and third in number of outlet channels-there 
being in the United States 180,000 restaurants alone. 
Last year's Iowa State graduates in institution man-
agement are aiding in the planning, producing and 
serving of food to more than 50,000 people a day. 
As the industry becomes more aware of what home 
(Continued on page -24) 
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Simplicity keynotes this versatile soft wool dress which makes Vicky look he1· best at the canteen or on special week-end dales 
8 THE IowA HoMEMAKER 
For her autumn wardrobe Vicky favors colorful tar-
tan plaids and feminine suits) says Josephine Ahern 
CARELESS campus attire has become a thing of the past and comfort and appearance are co-
operating to make Vicky the best dressed coed on the 
campus. 
Suits with short jackets of warm, basic-colored 
woolens team with her bright new fleece coat for foot-
ball games and crisp autumn days. Vicky has chosen 
basic neutrals and checked materials for skirts to pro-
vide grey, brown and beige backgrounds for her rain-
bow variety of sweaters and plaid shirts. She proudly 
displays the most important member of her skirt 
family-a beautiful bulk of checked tweed, sashed, side-
wrapped and fringed around the bottom of the skirt 
and edges of the sash. With it goes a snug-fitting, 
turtle-necked jersey sweater of green wool and rayon. 
Vicky adds a sweater and skirt ensemble of the same 
shade to her well-chosen wardrobe. She mixes her 
colors carefully to avoid bei'ng chopped in the middle 
by bright contrasts. 
For coffee forums and Sunday afternoons Vicky 
chooses a grey suit with a soft elephant-ear collar and 
two small flat pockets at the waist of the short, semi-
fitted jacket. Under it she wears a new ascot-tie rayon 
blouse that can be teamed separately with skirts. She 
chooses blouses which make interesting outfits of her 
skirts and slacks. Vicky has a navy middy blouse to 
wear with her navy skirt and a scottish clan coat, 
reminiscent of her favorite blazer jacket, to top h er 
plaid skirts. Her slip-over sweaters are no longer 
"sloppy joes" but mid-hip lengths that are more flat-
tering. 
A basic dress of soft wool flannel or jersey is a 
"must" on Vicky's conservative wardrobe budget. A 
peplum of the same material or a wide belt and color-
ful scarf can transform it into a new dress ideal for 
canteen or date wear. 
To her accessory collection Vicky has added belts 
and scarves that can change a neckline or be worn over 
a sweater. She is realizing the importance of headgear 
and its part in completing an outfit. Around her hair 
she wears colored bands to match h er sweater or col-
ored chignons that keep her hair tucked away from 
the winds sweeping over central campus. 
Vicky is wearing a scarlet wool jersey dress that 
features a high boat neck and buttons down to the 
waist in back. She has dipped into the accessory drawer 
for a leather fob-and-chain belt that lifts the dress out 
of the cliche class. The slash pockets on either hip 
and the sleeves cuffed just above the wrist add to its 
interest. 
For Sunday dinner in the dormitory, Vicky dons a 
simple wool dress with a low U-neck and a fly front 
saddle-stitched to match the leather belt. At a snowy 
Sunday afternoon tea she will wear a black velveteen 
jumper with a rayon chiffon blouse that buttons up 
to a wide Peter Pan collar. A short chiffon tie accents 
the neckline. On special dates Vicky wears black-a 
black wool jersey skirt draped from a · buttoned · hip 
yoke and topped by a frilly white blouse. 
Being prepared for rainy weather means a warm 
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twill reversible raincoat with the dark woolen side as 
tailored as the waterproof one. A flared back gives it 
a distinctive style. For those sloshy days on campus 
she waterproofs herself with rubber boots and a rain 
hat to match her coat. 
On football days when the sun-drenched stadium 
is too warm for jackets, Vicky wears a lumberjack 
jumper over a wool jersey shirt. The jumper is of a 
rayon-wool tartan plaid and buttons to the waist. 
Over all her skirts and dresses Vicky wears her short, 
wool topper, which features a flared back. Her outfit 
is completed by a fur-felt helmet cloche hat and bright, 
string-knit gloves. 
Vicky's favorite classroom combination is a wool 
jersey shirt and wool plaid skirt made with a front pleat 
that buttons midway down. The neck of the shirt is 
finished with a small stand-up collar. The sleeves are 
pushed up to her elbow and tied with bows of the 
same material. 
For Saturday afternoons when she is helping to 
decorate the canteen, Vicky sports her boyish knee-
length grey flannel shorts. She tops them with a striped 
knitted blazer worn over her wool jersey shirt. 
Vicky's favorite loafers and white bobby socks take 
her across campus and downtown. For slacks and 
study hours, a warm pair of buskins with new Robin 
Hood look secure her feet and ankles from drafts. 
Formal dances call for Vicky's gossamer black even-
ing dress. The gown is bodiced in rayon velvet and 
yoked in black lace. In her hair she wears a pill box 
of fresh flowers bound with a black velvet ribbon. 
Vichy wears her velveteen jumfJer with a colorful 
hlouse on informal dates or at an afternoon tea 
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Personalize Your 
Victoria McKibben suggests some original methods of 
giving your Iowa State room individuality and charm 
COLLEGE rooms are what you make them. With amazing ease they respond to individual per-
sonalities and no one would guess that they were all 
the same two-by-fours in the beginning. 
A match-mated room, like your favorite sweater and 
skirt outfit will cheer you up when you return to it 
after a full day in your classrooms. Choose stripes, · 
plaids, dots or floral prints in a serviceable material 
and make your own drapery and bedspread set. Origi-
nal combinations will give your room an individual 
style which reflects your personality. 
Clever was the person who thought of using large 
red bandanas, the kind you purchase at the dime 
store, for making a valance and ruffled jabot for a 
window. For a bit of added color more bandanas may 
be shirred onto a plain bedspread. The logical partner, 
denim, is a fabric made-to-order for the rough wear 
received in a college room. 
If you and your roommate have a room with two 
windows and you've purchased only one set of long 
draperies, use one at each window and tie it back with 
heavy cotton cable cord. 
If you've seen how the textile designs created by 
students in art courses brighten the rooms of their 
.owners, you'll like the idea of decorating a set of 
osnaburg draperies with stenciled figures. 
For a room of a more frilly nature, use dotted swiss 
dresser scarfs. Tie a stiff bow of the same material and 
tack it on the top shelf of a low open bookcase. 
Interesting arrangements result from making the 
mirror the center of attraction in your room. Browse 
around in the local second-hand stores for inexpensive 
mirrors and then give your ingenuity a free hand. A 
mirror with a wide wooden frame can blossom into an 
object of beauty if peasant flowers in bright tempera 
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A ·room which possesses a hospitable, chee1"{ul atmos-
phere becomes a center for spreads and study sessions 
paints are applied all over the frame. One pair of 
clever roommates made pleated ruffles of their drapery 
fabric for small round mirrors. 
From another campus comes the idea for a gay 
mirror frame of designs cut from wallpaper and pasted 
around the outer edge of the mirror. '1\Tallpaper may 
be used in many ways to transform your room if paste 
is allowed on the walls. Have floral designs, for in-
stance, lining the room just below the molding. 
It's fun to possess a collection of plants in your 
college room and you'll soon become quite proud of 
your flowering geranium or African violet. Foliage 
plants, such as English ivy, offer an opportunity for the 
use of decorative containers. A glass bubble vase will 
add interest to a bare wall when it is hung from the 
molding. Keep a rose bowl on hand and float your 
corsages in it for several days following a big dance. 
A sure-fire method of giving your room a new face 
is a change in furniture arrangement. Never let your 
first moving in the fall be finaL Shifting furniture al-
ways makes your college home more interesting. 
An invitation which is better than a welcome mat 
is comfortable furniture. If possible, have an easy 
chair, slip-covered with a fabric which matches the 
draperies. Stuff a pillow into the chair and have sev-
eral more on the bed which are sturdy enough to be 
thrown on the floor and used as seats when your 
friends drop in for a week-end spread. 
For a bit of luxury have a hassock to relax on when 
your work is finished and talking is in order. 
Bulletin boards have become standard college room 
equipment but foundations other than a strip of 
burlap or a blotter can be used effectively. Get an 
attractive bamboo drop shade for the purpose or put 
a large piece of sheet cork on a light wooden frame. 
Make your room the center of vital interest with a 
large railroad map on which army camps are marked. 
On the map have every girl in the corridor locate her 
best boy friend with a pin bearing his name. 
Small, colorful rugs will be certain to make your 
college room more pleasant. Bright cotton rugs are in-
expensive and can be laundered easily after too much 
exposure to wet feet and spilled cokes. · 
Interesting as well as useful are decorated wooden 
butter kegs that will hold your knitting or anklets and 
silk hose. Every college girl learns, if she doesn't al-
ready know, how to make orange crates into shelves 
that hold the excess miscellaneous articles which can't 
be crammed into the furniture provided. The shape 
may be disguised with a piece of board or cardboard 
placed on top and covered with a colorful material 
which may match your draperies or complement them. 
Part of a room's personality lies in the fact that 
there is a place for everything. If you possess a type-
writer, have a small table for it instead of shoving it 
into a corner where it will collect dust. It is also simple 
and effective to make a bright typewriter cover that 
matches the rest of the room. 
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Family) friends afl,d men in service will enjoy 
accounts of your experiences) says Mary Dodds 
T HE "Free" in the upper right hand corner of every letter you receive from a serviceman is evidence of 
the fact that our government realizes the value of mail 
as a morale-builder. 
Standing in your undecorated dormitory room that 
first day, amid baggage and unfamiliar faces, you felt 
that the soldiers weren't the only ones who needed 
morale building. A letter from home would have been 
welcomed hungrily although you had just left there 
the day before or even that morning. Since you had to 
get it off your chest, you sat down at the bare desk and 
wrote to Mom. You dumped all your troubles into two 
pages, sealed it up, and sent it on its way. There, you 
felt better. But did Mom? 
If you must have an outlet for your grievances, jot 
them on a piece of paper, tear it up, and throw it away. 
Then write the folks at home. Describe your room, how 
your curtains fit in, where you put all the stuff they 
helped pack. Link the unfamiliar with the familiar, 
and they will be able to picture the substitute for 
your empty room at home. Add diagrams or sketches 
wherever you can. Enclose a small map of the campus 
on which they can follow your activities throughout 
the year. 
If you write to your family as a group, personalize 
your letters by mentioning topics of particular interest 
to each of them, as "Say, Dad, I saw something today 
that you would like .... " Make your letters lively 
even if they are just to the folks. Describe amusing in-
cidents from your classrooms or the dorm as you would 
if you were at home. Make them laugh. Your letters 
can become an anticipated event, read bv all. 
Beside your parents there are others at home from 
whom you'd like to receive letters. Some may be at-
tending other colleges in the state or farther away. 
Wherever they are they will be interested in the same 
things you are- dances, exchanges, dormitory life, 
interesting professors and classes- anything that is 
connected with the fun of being in college. 
The girls remaining at home form a different audi-
ence. Tell them about college life, but don't fill your 
letters with that. Comment on changes at home, people 
you both know and happenings that are similar to 
experiences you have had together. 
Avoid the temptation to write one long letter and 
send a copy of it to all your friends, with proper edit-
ing. Such letters lose their zest, and you lose your 
flare for letter writing. 
There also are girls you met during vacations or 
at camp with whom you would like to correspond. One 
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This coed's letter will con-
t,·ibute to military morale 
girl carried on a post card correspondence with a group 
of girls whom she had met at a summer conference 
and thus kept in touch with them with minimum effort 
and expense. 
Your letter writing list seems staggering now, but it 
can be shortened easily with a little planning. Make 
~ complete list of the letters you owe, placing the most 
Important ones at the top. Set aside a certain time 
each day, perhaps the half hour before or after dinner, 
and write at least one letter a day, crossing off names 
as you go. Soon the list will be conquered, and you 
can keep up with yourself by answering letters as they 
are received. What once was an effort 'will become a 
pleasant habit. 
There may be a man shortage on campuses this 
year, but there is no shortage of masculine correspon-
dents. Perhaps you are keeping up the morale of one 
special serviceman by a daily letter. Do your letters 
really keep up his morale or are they dull repetitions 
of what you have told him in other letters? 
If he was in college before he went into the service, 
he will thrive on news of professors he knew, favorite 
hang-outs and classroom gossip, colored by your own 
.ad libs. For general campus news, clip the servicemen's 
edition of the campus newspaper and relay it. Tell 
him your minor worries about finals and what goes 
on at home for he wants to know those things. Sketch 
figures in the margins to emphasize your tales, or cut 
.a cartoon from a magazine. Any thoughtful enclosure 
brings your personality closer to him. 
But don't think your letter to him is enough. Ask 
him for the addresses of your friends and his that 
.are in the service. Write to them regularly because 
.they'll like to hear from you, and you can keep them 
:indirectly in contact with each other. Watch the 
.alumni magazine and local newspapers fo~ news of 
people they know. Before you realize it you will be 
.conducting a private news service, appreciated greatly 
by all of your servicemen friends. 
Another way in which you can cooperate, is by using 
V-Mail when writing to men and women overseas. 
Write it as you would any lively letter, ignore the 
fact that it has to be photographed, and don't write 
too daintily. Use black ink, preferably, and bold, 
legible handwriting. If you know that you could in-
clude more in a letter, but there isn.:. room, write the 
remainder on another sheet. 
Whoever your audience is- parents;' friends or serv-
icemen, make the letter sound like a friendly conver-
sation. You will enjoy it and so will they. 
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Househqld Equipment 
REFRIGERATORS, dishes and vacuum cleaners 
made of a thermoplastic that retains its shape and 
strength under high temperatures may be manufac-
tured after the war_ The plastic is now restricted to 
war production. 
A critical need for alarm clocks has resulted in the 
release of materials for their production. They will 
have no trade name other than "War Alarms." 
\1\Tith the advent of a new special wood treatment, 
doors will be easier to open and drawers will slide 
more smoothly. The treatment hardens the wood, 
making it possible for soft woods to be used for fur-
niture. 
Two types of protective skin creams, for dry and 
wet working conditions, have been developed, mainly 
for use in industrial work. The dry cream, however, 
should prove popular with homemakers as well for it 
protects the sk in against d irt, grease, grime and other 
hard-to-wash-off substances. 
A new soap produces suds in any kind of tempera-
ture of water and removes oil, grease and dirt. The 
total output is now going to men overseas, but civil-
ians can expect to purchase the improved soap after 
the war. 
A new type of broom on the market is made of. a 
smaller variety of broomcorn developed by United 
New ceramic designs have given a simple beauty to pottery vases 
which are ideal for the autumn flowers decorating college rooms 
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' s NEW IN 
States Department of Agriculture scientists. It is eco-
nomical to harvest and has excellent fibers for brooms. 
Other brooms of a reddish hue are made from fibers 
of African and Indian palms. Although these fibers 
are durable they are not as suitable for brooms as the 
broomcorn. 
The first industrial houses to reach the mass pro-
duction stage are the one-half million steel emergency 
homes for Britain's bombed out families. The dwell-
ings incorporate one feature which should be noted 
by space-cramped Americans-a central storage wall 
which runs the whole width of the house, opening up 
as wardrobe and linen closets on the bedroom side 
and containing a folding table and larder on the 
kitchen side. 
Fluffing up cellulose acetate and similar plastic 
materials until they are puffy and porous like popcorn 
results in a product useful for lifebelts, cushions, 
mattresses and felt-like insulation. The material is 
exceedingly light, having a density only about one-
tenth that of water. 
Textiles and Clothing 
STOCKINGS that will not run are the result of new developments in the chemical treatment of fibers. 
The treatment of the hosiery involves the depositing 
of sub-microscopic grains of sand, which prevents the 
fibers from slipping out of the positions into which 
they were knitted. Other developments in the textile 
field have produced wool that will not shrink or 
wrinkle and longer wearing cottons and woolens. 
A more accurate testing of the elasticity of yarns has 
been made possible through the use of sound waves 
as a medium of measurement. Previous methods of 
measuring involved hanging weights on the fiber. 
This procedure was slow and frequently resulted in 
permanent deformation of the material. The sound 
waves move through the fabric so quickly that the 
shape of the textile is not affected. 
A silk industry that will make the United States an 
independent producer of silk fiber may soon be produc-
ing silk fabrics and hosiery for the domestic market. 
Use of an electric eye that unwinds the silk from the 
cocoon, unreels and cleans the filaments and winds 
them on bobbins, is making the production of silk 
more of a machine industry. 
A fine suit, sheer handkerchief or a heavy table-
cloth made of fine quality linen soon may be on the 
market at a cost only slightly higher than the same 
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articles made of cotton. Flax for a new linen industry 
is raised in the midwest and textile plants are being 
established in the same area. A demonstration plant 
at the University of Minnesota is expected to produce 
linen yarn for commercial use early this fall. The 
new method of processing flax will yield cleaner linen 
yarn which withstands washing and wearability tests 
as well as European yarns . This will be the first time 
that this type of yarn has been produced on a mass 
scale in the United States. 
Foods and Nutrition 
FRUITS sweetened by dextrose and dextrine made from potato starch con-
stitute the main ingredients of a new 
sugarless candy. The potato sugar is com-
bined with apples, pears, cherries and 
several other fruits in producing the non-
sugar sweets. 
Because of their nutritive value and 
the many requests from the men overseas, 
peanuts have gone to war. They are being 
included in the army's "C" ration in the 
form of candy-coated peanuts. 
1C 
Malnutrition caused by lack of nitrogen 
following extensive burns may be treated 
by a pre-digested milk prote in product. 
About one pound of the milk protein 
product given daily replaces as much ni-
trogen as would a dai ly intake of 4% 
pounds of lean meat. 
iC 
Four canneries owned by the state of 
Washington were open this season for 
public use. Patrons of the canneries pre-
pare, ready for canning, all the produce 
taken to the factories. They also give one 
hour of their time to the factory for the 
first 50 pounds of prepared produce plus 
one-half hour for every additional 50 
pounds. The maximum amount which 
may be canned is 100 Number 2% cans for 
each member of the family. 
A small, compact parachute emergency ration which 
may be fitted · into the pockets of a vest worn under a 
flier 's parachute harness has been developed for Ameri-
can airmen. The ration, containing about J,lOO cal-
ories and packed in a flat metal container measuring 
about 51/2 inches in diameter, includes four chocolate 
bars, hard sugar candy, dehydrated cheese and crack-
ers, bouillon cubes, sugar tablets, cigarettes, soluble 
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coffee, chewing gum and water purification tablets. 
The complete package weighs only 12 ounces. 
A use for asparagus butts, the part of the stalk which 
is not tender enough to be canned, has been discov· 
ered. After undergoing a distilling process, a concen-
A discarded cedar ches t has been transformed into a new piece 
of furniture with a coat of paint and colorful peasant designs 
trated liquor is formed which may be used as a mediu~ 
for the culture of penicillin molds. · 
A new chemical of vegetable origin has been discov-
ered which has the capacity of preserving the sweet 
flavor of foods containing either animal or vegetable 
fats. Its full name is nor-di-hydro-guaiaretic acid, which 
is abbreviated into the more pronouncable N.D.G.A. 
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Miss Nell C. Clausen, Dietitian, Milwaukee Child-
ren's Hospital, and President of the American Dietetic 
Association, exjJresses her vision of the future of die-
tetics in these excerpts of her report to the dietitians' 
meeting at the Tri-State Hospital Assembly meeting 
in Chicago. 
THE future for the dietitian is what she chooses to 
make of it. Dietitians are now in a position to 
take part in the planning for the hospitals of the future 
and of other organizations of which they are a part. 
Postwar plans include ample floor space for the de-
partment, completely above ground; more storage 
space for fresh fruits and vegetables; deep freezing 
units; fluorescent lighting; sound proofing; air con-
ditioning; and adequate office space for the dietitian 
and her assistants. 
New materials are being developed which will in-
crease . the sanitation of food service and improve 
flavor of foods. Plastic dishes and trays can be com-
pletely sterilized and do not impart flavor. Glass-
lined coffee urns make better coffee. New precision 
instruments, automatic controls and more built-in 
equipment will appear in the dietary departments 
of the future. 
Something must be done by our profession to re-
move the stigma from manual labor and recognize the 
co-ordination of head and hand. All members of the 
dietary department must be made to feel that they are 
contributing factors to the successful operation of the 
organization. They must be taught the importance 
of nutrition to effective living and be given credit for 
their efforts in supplying the essentials of good nutri-
tion in acceptable form. Praise or compliments for the 
food service must be passed along to them. 
Regular meetings with the dietitians at which cooks, 
waitresses and other employees present methods of 
food preparation, wa te control or other projects in 
which they are interested, along with those presented 
by the dietitians, will help. Tours through the institu-
tion also create interest. Reports of weight gains or 
other improvements in the health of patients inspire 
the dietary employee with a feeling of importance. 
Purchase of food will be simplified for the dietitian 
of the future, for the war \las taught that the use of 
commercially prepared soup bases, concentrates, cake 
and pudding mixes, and salad dressings, is time, labor 
and money saving. When the right product is selected 
it will be of uniform flavor and quality. 
The dietitian should plan for herself for the future 
shorter hours and straight shift; living quarters out-
side the hospital and a salary commensurate with that 
of other technically trained business and professional · 
women. By her untiring devotion to professional du-
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ties in the past, she has made herself indispensable to 
the hospital and is sought after by many other agencies 
operating group feeding units or interested in the dis-
semination of nutrition information. Through her 
professional organization she has built up standards 
for service and for training. Only through her own 
efforts can better working conditions and higher 
salaries for herself be brought about. 
After the war many dietitians will be released from 
military duty. The market will not be flooded, for 
between now and that time the demand for more 
dietitians in hospitals or institutions that already em-
ploy a few, in institutions that have not yet employed 
them, in public health agencies, industrial plants, 
school lunchrooms, restaurants, trains, ships and air-
planes, will be so great that those released will be ab-
sorbed. However, this demand was created by the effi-
cient functioning of members of the profession, and 
only by continued increase in our efficiency will this 
demand keep up. The goal of food service "par 
excellence" has not yet been reached in all food ser-
vice units operated by dietitians. Many people still 
believe there is no such thing as good hospital food-
more especially hot hospital food. When more dieti-
tians are employed, there will be more personal con· 
tact with patients and, after all, acceptance of your 
product is a selling proposition that can be done bet-
ter by a member of the dietary staff. 
I see for the future of the dietitian: increased appre-
ciations of her services to the human race because of a 
better understanding of nutrition as a basic science; 
increased appreciation of her services by the organiza· 
tion in which she is employed and recognition of her 
as an important member of the staff; and increased 
participation by the dietitian in local, state and na-
tional affairs to the effect that good nutrition will be as 
strongly entrenched in the American life as the multi-
plication table. 
I see the dietitian working in beautiful, streamlined 
kitchens, representing all types of food service. She 
is surrounded by clean, healthy, happy and well-trained 
employees. I see her in well-equipped research labor-
atories having sufficient funds to carry on long term 
nutrition investigations, and I also see her in every 
school lunchroom throughout the land. 
Finally, I see the dietitian leave her place of employ-
ment after a satisfactory day's work, go to a comfort-
able home or apartment to relax and engage in what-
ever interest comes next in line to that of her pro-
fession. 
At her desk the following morning she is refreshed 
mentally and physically and will make a more whole-
some contribution for having been released at regular 
intervals from institutional environment. 
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Designed For Postwar Living 
Mary Krumboltz describes the postwar kitchen 
plan which received first prize in a contest 
I NCORPORATING such novel features as a tap 
which gives ice water, faucets operated by foot 
pedals and a snack counter, a post-war kitchen de-
signed by Mrs. Charles T. Grace, of Ames, won the first 
prize of $250 in a contest sponsored recently by Popu-
laT Mechanics magazine. 
"A kitchen that is really a room- not just a hallway 
with the equipment strategically placed to trip the un-
wary," is Mrs. Grace's ideal. "I believe that the days 
of judging a kitchen by its compactness are over," she 
added. 
Combining a kitchen, laundry, ·snack counter and 
play area, the 13 by 22-foot room is spacious without 
being inconvenient. The entire room is characterized 
by an abundance of storage space and modern equip-
ment. 
The refrigerator, sink and range are located on the 
east side under a wide window which consists of two 
sliding panels of plate glass with a foot of air space 
between. A box of earth is placed flush with the win-
dow ledge, and vines or herbs may be grown in the 
kitchen. 
The sink includes a dishwasher. Hot and cold water 
faucets on the sink are controlled by foot pedals so 
that the water can be turned on even when the home-
maker's hands are full. To the left 
of the faucet is a soap dispenser, and 
dry section is constructed entirely of glass bricks, ad-
mitting an abundance of healthful sunlight and 
warmth. 
This section of the kitchen may be completely di-
vided by pulling out a low partition which forms a 
large play pen and allows the mother to watch the baby 
while she works. 
The eating counter, reminiscent of real restaurant 
equipment, contains cutlery and storage drawers on 
the kitchen side. High, red-upholstered stools in the 
laundry area seat the "customers," and a radio built 
into the wall above the counter is within convenient 
reach of the diners. Extra laundry equipment may be 
stored in a cupboard beneath the radio. 
At the opposite end of the kitchen is the meal plan-
ning center, a desk complete with space for recipes, 
bill files, writing equipment and an extension tele-
phone. 
Mrs. Grace's dream kitchen is planned in a gay 
color scheme. The floor is of deep red linoleum with 
venetian blinds red-taped to match. To facilitate dust-
ing, the corners of the room are rounded. The tops of 
the work counter and table are of black linoleum, 
which absorbs light and prevents glare. The sound-
proof washable walls are of cream-colored ceramic tile. 
Artificial illumination is from indirect lighting panels. 
This is not the first time that Mrs. Grace has dis-
tinguished herself in nationwide competition. Three 
years ago she won the first prize of $500 in a house 
designing contest, which 3,307 others had entered. 
to the right, an icewater tap. 
The refrigerator is an entirely new 
type designed by Mrs. Grace. The 
storage space consists of a tier of 
drawers which may be opened only 
as much as necessary to remove food, 
thereby conserving cold air. The 
unit includes both deep and shallow 
drawers, an ice-cube freezer and a 
quick-freeze chamber. A special sec-
tion at the back is reserved for milk 
storage. The refrigerator is built 
against an outside wall and con-
structed so that milk may be placed 
directly in the cooling unit by the 
delivery man as he stands outdoors. 
Designed for comfort and convenience, Mrs. Grace's plan for he1· spacious and col01·-
ful kitchen includes a laundry, play area, snack counter and a m eal planning cente1· 
An eating counter, at right angles 
to the wall, neatly separates the 
kitchen proper from the laundry 
area. In tHis section are a combined 
washer and dryer, an ironer and an 
extra sink for soaking or starching 
clothes. This extra sink has a porce-
lain top which closes over it when 
it is not in use. 
Built-in cabinets of white enam-
eled steel or wood conceal space 
for cleaning equipment, gardening 
clothes and tools and an ironing 
board. A Dutch door from the laun-
dry area leads into an outdoor gar-
den. One outside wall of this laun-
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ALL-WEATHER FRIEND . . . 
is this smart Cownie coat of Natural Muskrat) here casually draped over the shoulders of janet 
Yoder) Home Ec. ]r. 1 just as she'd wear it during much of the year. Yet it fits easily over the 
heaviest suits for mid-winter warmth. In the popular 36-inch length) this is just one among 
hundreds of attractive new season styles at Cownie's) Iowa's largest furriers. Cownie Furs) backed 
by year-round factory fur service and 37 years of fine-fur ·experience) are available in Ames at the 
Lila B. Fromm Shop. 
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C/u£ /Ze~ei 
]o- /!l)atfime 
FROM the time returning students invade the Iowa State campus each September until the final spring 
examinations, the Home Economics Club is actively 
planning meetings, projects and teas which are meant 
for each of its over a thousand members. 
An opportunity for each freshman in the Home Eco-
nomics Division to participate in the club's work is 
given by the freshman club, which meets every other 
Tuesday at 4 p.m. Here a freshman meets faculty mem-
bers, investigates the opportu_nities offered by the 
various home economics departments and learns the 
hows and whys of campus etiquette. 
For the students who have decided upon their major, 
there are eight departmental clubs: appl ied art, child 
development, education, foods and nutrition, house-
hold equipment, institution management, technical 
journalism and textiles and clothing. 
The activities of the different clubs vary. Last year 
the child development group helped at the Child 
Care Center in Ames. The institution management 
members aided in the distribution of war ration book 
number four in the registrar's office. Members of the 
foods and nutrition group sponsored a project to im-
prove the nutrition of Iowa State women students. 
Collaborating in a demonstration of the principle of 
gas heating and refrigeration were the home economics 
education and household equipment majors. 
General convocations of the entire division are held 
once every month, sponsored each time by a different 
club. Sometimes suggestions concerning improve-
ments and problems of a certain specialized home eco-
nomics field are discussed; at other times the program 
is in a lighter vein. 
The convocation sponsored by the child development 
group featured a panel discussion of futures for col-
lege women. The Institution Management Club pre-
sented a program which featured the foreign home 
economics students at Iowa State. Summer job oppor-
tunities were discussed by the technical journalism 
group. The Freshman Club presented the installation 
of new officers in addition to a mock radio program, 
"Home Ec on the Beam," which satirized the depart-
ments of the Home Economics Division. 
The outstanding social function planned by the 
Home Economics Club is the Home Economics Ball, 
one of the most popular formals of the year. The 
profit from the dance makes $50 scholarships available 
to members. The scholarships are given on the basis 
of activities, citizenship, interest and scholarship. Last 
spring's recipients were M;ary Newsom, Avis . Fuller, 
Rosemary Hicks and Catharine Brown. The Club 
also contributes $25 to the Danforth scholarship. 
Last year the Club as a whole participated in many 
war activities, notably the scrap, drive and the Red 
Cross campaign. Together with Omicron Nu and Phi 
Upsilon Omicron, home economics honoraries, the 
Club sponsored the Ellen H. Richards Day program. 
Four members of the club attended the national con-
vention of the American Home Economics Association 
in Chicago this summer.-]ean Larson 
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Norman Cassiday's 
rJunior Fashion Lane" 
and 
rr Sportswear Corner" 
are where 
the College Crowd 
gathers in Des Moines 
to receive a 
Major in Fashions 
Join your friends where 
shopping is made fun 
720 Walnut Street Des Moines, Iowa 
2544 Lincolnway Phone 1004 
Let us help 
keep your 
accessories 
looking 
trim and neat 
College 
Cleaners 
136 Welch Ave. 
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Cultural Advantages Await You 
Iowa State encourages an appreciation of litera-
ture) music a,nd art) says Harriet Breckenridge 
W H EN Iowa State students leave their scientific 
courses and technical laboratories, they are off-
e:~d a~pl~ opportunities for active or spectator par-
tiCipatiOn m music, literature and the arts. Cultural 
a~tivit i es. planned for the coming year indicate the 
wide vanety of aesthetic opportunities offered on the 
campus. 
This year's Concert Series opens on October 29 with 
a program by Gladys Swarthout. Renowned for her 
rol~s on the Metropolitan stage as well as for her 
!-adw per~ormances, the mezzo-soprano furnishes a fit 
mtroducuon to the many cosmopolitan artists who 
are brought to Iowa State each year. 
Jesus Maria Sanroma, who has been a soloist with 
the Bost~n Syn~pho.ny Orchestra more often than any 
othe~ artists, will give a concert on .January l. He is 
considered one of the greatest pianists in America in 
the fields of both classical and modern music. The 
Budapest String Quartet, one of the finest in the coun-
try, will present a concert on February 18. 
R eturning to the campus for the sixth consecutive 
year, the M inneapolis Symphony Orchestra will pre-
sent two concerts in April under the direction of Di-
mitri Mitropoulos. 
Glee clubs, a mixed chorus, concert band, symphony 
orchestra and a marching band provide students with 
opp?rtunities for active music participation. Each 
Chnstmas season the Women's Glee Club presents a 
Sunday afternoon program of Christmas music. The 
mixed ch_orus and the Symphony Orchestra perform 
the Messzah before students leave for the Christmas 
holidays. · 
A course in music appreciation is offered to students 
who wish to develop a better understanding of music. 
Whenever a concert artist is coming to the campus the 
class studies his background, the selections which he 
will play and their composers. 
Each year the Star Lecture Series brings to the cam-
pus well-known persons from the fields of public 
affairs, journalism and arts. Margaret Meade, Mlle. 
Eve Curie, Cornelia Otis Skinner, Bernard De Voto 
and Louis Untenneyer have appeared in the past few 
years. 
The Life and Literature Series is being revived in 
November with Mary Ellen Chase who will lead the 
Applying design principles to a poster, this 
student is gaining a !Jetter appreciation of art "l"'rf 
prog.rams on. fiction. She i~ the author of A Goodly 
Herztage) Wtndswept and Szlas Crockett. Miss Chase, a 
professor of English ~i ter:=tture at Smith College, 
Northampton, Mass., will g1ve several lectures and will 
speak at informal meetings. 
In .sketch) the campus creative writing magazine, are 
published poems and short stories written by Iowa 
State students. The Writers' Round Table, composed 
of a sel.ected group of campus writers, provides an op-
portumty for students to discuss their work. Courses 
in creative writing often bring a student's latent liter-
ary talent to the fore. 
For students with talent in verbal expression there 
are opportunities in the Iowa State Debaters and the 
Theater and Radio Workshops. Every year the debate 
season is highlighted by an international debate when 
Iowa State debaters meet with some foreign debate 
team which is on tour. 
Incorporated in the curriculum of the Applied Art 
Department are numerous cultural opportuni ties. In 
her senior year every home economics student takes a 
cour~e in art appreciation which includes a survey of 
architecture, .sculpture and painting from prehistoric 
to modern tunes. Crafts courses, in which students 
become cleft at bookbinding, leather and metal work 
and the design and c~nstruction of jewelry, are popu-
lar. Under the directiOn of Prof. Christian Petersen, 
resi.den~ sc.ulptor at Iowa State, instruction in sculp-
tunng 1s giVen. 
The college library supplements its reference and 
instructional materials for undergraduates with book 
exhibits which provide an opportunity for students to 
browse "just for fun." Both rare books and plates from 
costume and other art portfolios are displayed in glass-
enclosed cases in the main lobby. 
The Memorial Union, hub of campus life, offers 
many cultural advantages to students. In the fall the 
Books and Cokes programs feature book reviews by 
students. Members of the English Department pre-
sent the reviews during winter quarter at Books and 
Coffee meetings. 
Friday afternoon is the time for the popular Coffee 
Forum. Here the news of the week is summarized and 
a panel composed of faculty members and an out-
standing student discusses current topics. Famous 
campus visitors are often guests on this panel. 
Bimonthly Latin American Seminars enable North 
and South American students to become better ac-
quainted. They develop an understanding of each 
other's customs, countries and problems that is diffi-
cult to obtain in formal class discussion. 
Music by the world's greatest orchestras and soloists 
as well as semi-classical compositions can be selected 
by the listener any day in the Carnegie Music Room in 
the Union. Over 1,000 recordings are available for 
reproduction on the record player and amplifier. A 
browsing library of 100 books on music has beeh placed 
in the room. 
Organ recitals are presented one noon each week 
in Great Hall by Marji Horner ,Hawthorne, of the 
Music Department. Great Hall is also the scene of 
S~nday evening vesper services, lectures, navy enter-
tamment and special convocations. Displays of wa-ter 
color and oil paintings and photographs by Iowa Stat~ 
students and faculty artists are exhibited here. · 
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Carnegie Music Room 
Music by great orchestras or soloists can be selected by the listener 
in the Carnegie Music Room. Symphonies and semi-classical composi-
tions are also available. 
Over 1,000 recordings are available for playing on the record play-
er and amplifier. Selections are listed by composer, instrument, and 
title in the card file. A browsing library of 100 books on music is also in 
the room. 
The music room is open every day and offers a special symphony 
hour once a week. ' 
MEMORIAL UNION 
OUR COLLEGE CLUB 
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Joseph ster l ing 
is available tn 
lovely patterns 
It's a delight to see the many sterling patterns 
at Josephs, including such favorites as Francis 
First, Greenbrier, Nocturne, Lyric, Marie 
Louise, Victoria, Vhlliam and Mary, Repousse, 
Courtship and others. 
Josephs assure a most happy selection, aided 
by special p lace settings with harmonizing 
china and stemware, showing all three to-
gether. 
J?e~~;~~ 
Sixth at Locust 
DES MOINES 9 
$8 a711attut 
tfCOOD TASTE 
TO DINE 
"ff/illt ltJ . 
L-WAY CAFE 
Where students meet to eat 
2418 Lincolnvvay Phone 330 
Face the new quarter 
with a new hair-do 
Experienced Operators 
Contoure Beauty Salon 
2514 Lincolnway Phone 2891 
~ INCE Iowa State men have gone to war, women 
lJ have taken over former man-size positions and 
have become leaders in these as well as those of a 
more orthodox nature. 
The first woman to be editor of the Daily Student is 
Margaret Ralston. She is a member of Mortar Board, 
Omicron Nu, Theta Sigma Phi and Phi Kappa Phi. 
Managing editor of the Daily Student is Ruth Mid-
garden. She is president of the Home Economics 
Journalism Club and has been a member of the Sym-
phony Orchestra and Interchurch Council. 
Editor of the Bomb, Iowa State yearbook, is Mar-
garet Mewhirter Dirks. She is a member of Mortar 
Board, Phi Upsilon Omicron, Omicron Nu and is 
president of the Iowa State Players and the Household 
Equipment Club. Beverly Sieg is managing editor of 
the Bomb. 
Mortar Board president Eileen Dudgeon was Bomb 
editor last year. She is a member of Chi Delta Phi, 
Writers' Roundtable, Omicron Nu, Phi Upsilon Omi-
cron and Sigma Alpha Iota, of which she is president. 
At spring honors convocation she received the Mary 
F. Rausch scholarship award. 
G uiding YWCA work on the campus is Cornelia 
De J o ng, president. She won the Geneva Scholarship, 
is on the Home Economics Council and a member of 
Phi Upsilon Omicron. Marion Will is is vice-presi-
dent of the YWCA, serves on the Science Council 
and is a member of Chi Delta Phi . 
Charlotte Stuart, a member of Mortar Board and 
Phi Upsi lon Omicron, served on the Student War 
Council the past year as campus chairman of war 
bond and stamp sales. She was a member of the 
YWCA cabinet, chairman of the Horne Economics Ball 
and treasurer of the Dance Club. 
Elizabeth Watt is president of Home Economics 
Club as well as the Textiles and Clothing Club. She 
is a member of Phi Upsilon Omicron and has worked 
on the Bomb. Eleanor Koster, vice-president of Horne 
Economics Club and winner of the Junior Danforth 
Scholarship, is a member of Mortar Board, Omicron 
Nu and is on the YWCA cabinet. 
Janet Stewart, advisor-in-chief of the women's resi-
dence halls, assists freshmen and transfer students in 
making adjustments to their new college surround-
ings. She is a member of Mortar Board, Phi Upsilon 
Omicron and has served as president of the Dormitory 
Council. 
Barbara Miles wields the gavel for Women's Pan-
hellenic Council. She is corresponding secretary of 
Phi Upsilon Omicron and a member of Omicron Nu 
and Home Economics Council. 
Mary Jane Rice, who is president of the Home Eco-
nomics Clubs of Iowa, is a member of Omicron Nu, 
Delta Phi Delta, Phi Upsilon Omicron and Mortar 
Board. 
Corrine Smith, former business manager of the 
Daily Student and now vice-president of the Memorial 
Union Student Board, is also a member of Omicron 
Nu, Psi Chi, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Upsilon Omicron and 
Mortar Board.-Virginia Carter. 
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Know Your 
Honoraries 
T H E achievements of outstanding Iowa State wo-
men are recognized by the college through 13 
honorary organizations. Scholarship is not the only 
requirement for membership in these honoraries, al-
though it is important. Other qualities which you 
have heard so much about-personality, attitude, in-
terest-are given much consideration. 
There are two honor societies on the campus for 
which home economics students are eligible. Omicron 
Nu has high scholarship and leadership as its requi-
site. Members are chosen from the upper one-fourth 
of the home economics seniors and the upper one-fifth 
of the juniors. Initiation fee, $5; pin, $4.50; yearly 
dues, $3.50. Phi Kappa Phi, national scholastic hon-
orary, selects seniors in the upper one-fifth of their 
class. Initiation fee and pin, $8; yearly dues, $1.50. 
CREATIVE WRITING-Chi Delta Phi elects wo-
men who have exhibited ability in creative writing. 
Those chosen must have at least a "C" average with 
a "B" average in English. They must have taken at 
least one term of advanced composition. Initiation 
fee, $11; pin, $2.50; yearly dues, $1. 
APPLIED ART - Delta Phi Delta requires a scholas-
tic record with no failures and an average of more 
than 85 percent, with a grade of "B" or above in all 
art courses. Initiation fee, $10; pin, $2.50; yearly 
dues, $1. 
ORATORY-Delta Sigma Rho is a national honor-
ary for debaters. Its members must have competed in 
one intercollegiate debate or met satisfactory require-
ments. Initiation fee, $10; pin, $6. 
CHEMISTRY-Iota Sigma Pi requires 30 quarter 
hours in chemistry with an 85 percent average. Initia-
tion fee, $3; pin, $5; yearly dues, $1.75. 
HOME ECONOMICS-Phi Upsilon Omicron mem-
bers are chosen from those outstanding in scholastic 
ability, leadership, character and professional interest 
in their chosen fields. They are selected from the upper 
two-fifths of the sophomore or junior class. Initiation 
fee, $10; pin, $5.25; yearly dues, $2.50. 
PSYCHOLOGY-Psi Chi is the national honorary 
for psychology students. To be eligible for member-
ship, students n;1ust be in the upper one-half of the 
student body in scholarship and in the upper one-
third in psychology. They must have a minimum of 12 
credit hours of psychology. Initiation fee, $2; pin, 
$2.50. 
MUSIC-Sigma Alpha Iota, women's national mu-
sic sorority, selects junior and senior women who have 
outstanding musical ability, sincere interest in pro-
moting the profession and an all-college average of 
2.25. Initiation fee, $15.25; pin, $13.75; yearly dues, 
$7.50. 
JOURNALISM-Theta Sigma Phi, national hon-
orary and professional fraternity for women journal-
ists, selects its members from upperclass women who 
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are specializing in journalism. Good scholarship, evi-
dence of professional ability and creditable work on 
at least three campus publications are requirement5 
for selection. Initiation fee, $11.50; pin, $3.50. 
Three activity honorary societies have chapters at 
Iowa State. 
MORTAR BOARD-Membership in Mortar Board 
is the highest honor that can come to Iowa State women 
who have distinguished themselves by their leadership, 
service · and scholarship. Initiation fee and other ex-
penses, $10.50. 
ATHLETICS-Women's "I," a local at Iowa State, 
is open to all juniors with a 2 point average who ha':e 
participated in three clubs of the Women's Athletic 
Association for six quarters. Initiation fee and pin, 
$2; yearly dues, $1. 
DEBATING-Phi Sigma, whose initiates must have 
an honest interest in debate and the approval of mem-
bers, is a local group. There is no initiation fee. Pin, 
$2.75; yearly due~, $.50.-Frances Kerekes. 
In your next letter tell ~ . . _, ~~ 
BRUNCH rf\Ji -
from ~'-iiJ!!I 
ONLY 
QUALITY CLEANING 
is good enough for 
your clothes 
When you buy today, 
you get the best you can, 
hoping it will last for the 
duration. When you take garments to be 
cleaned, you take them to an expert 
LINDQUIST CLEANERS 
120 Hayward Phone 1700 
Where Old and New Friends Meet 
Rainbow Coffee Shop 
223 Main Phone 11106 
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Your Portrait 
has 
Quality and Charm 
When Taken At 
HILL'S STUDIO 
2530 Lincolnway Phone 347 
Ames' Largest Selection 
of Nationally Advertised 
Footwear 
PEACOCKS 
TWEEDIES 
RHYTHM STEPS 
PARADISE 
GOLD CROSS 
F ASHIONETTES 
SPORT SHOES 
Sizes 3% to 10 AAAA to C 
219 MAIN PHONE 27-J 
1n the News 
W ITH war demands swelling the need for men in military and government service, June and 
July graduates are filling various skilled positions. 
In applied art, five graduates have been placed in 
teaching positions. They are Helen Barbre, Rock Hill, 
Mo.; Philippa Hawgood, Port Clinton, Ohio; Juliet 
Johnston, Appleton, Wis.; Mary Tigges, Elkhart, Ind., 
and Miriam Waisanen, Hutchinson, Minn. 
Three graduates in child development and one edu-
cation graduate have accepted positions with the Kaiser 
Nursery Schools, .Portland. The women are Carol 
Blattner, Nellie Talbott, Lois Tidrick and Ruth Little-
field. Other placements are Ardyth Arbuckle, head 
teacher, Jewish Community Center Nursery School, 
Des Moines; Bernice Herrig, North East Neighbor-
hood House, Minneapolis; Ruth McNeilly, Iowa State 
Nursery School, and Verna Olson, National Child 
Research Center Nursery School, Washington, D. C. 
Thirty-eight placements of foods and nutrition ma-
jors in hospital dietetic training are Betty Bailey, 
Scripps Metabolic Clinic, La Jolla, Calif.; Betty Bur-
nett, •Oregon Medical School, Portland; Carolyn De-
Bartolo, Charity Hospital, New Orleans; Miriam 
Diggs, University Hospital, Iowa City; Joan Ellison, 
University Hospital, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Elizabeth Evans, Nutrition Department, New York 
City Hospital; Marijean Feik, University Hospital , 
Ann Arbor, Mich.; Elaine Frank, Minnesota State 
Hospitals; Lorma Gallaher, Ancker Hospital, St. Paul; 
Jane Gardner, Western Reserve University Hospital, 
Cleveland; Ruth Hardt, Duke University Hospital, 
Durham,-N. C.; Susanne Hayward, University of Colo-
rado Hospital, Denver; Betty Hemmigs, Albany Hos-
pital, New York; Alice Heuberger, Watts Hospital, 
Durham, N. C.; Emmy Lou Hirschy, California Hos-
pital, Los Angeles. 
Dorothy Hummer, California Hospital, Los Angeles; 
Marlene Hunter and Alene Norton, Barnes Hospital, 
·st. Louis; Ruth Hvidston and Ada McClure, Cincin-
nati General Hospital; Betty .Johnson, _Christ Hospital, 
Cincinnati; Mary Lees, Michael Reese Hospital, Chi-
cago; Betty Mathisen, Cook County Hospital, Chicago; 
Sally Matson, St. Anthony Hospital, Oklahoma City; 
Orpha Muus and Beverly Van Deventer, Peter Brent 
Brigham Hospital, Boston; Lucille Nider, Grasslands 
Hospital, Valhalla, N. Y. 
Bonnie Noel, University of California, Berkeley; 
Mary O'Leary, University Hospital of Cleveland; M·ary 
Pence, Western Pennsylvania Hospital, Pittsburgh; 
Catherine Reinheimer, Ancker Hospital, St. Paul; Vir-
ginia Smith, Harper Hospjtal, Detroit; Avalene Snod-
grass, Cook County Hospital, Chicago; Frances Tro-
sinsky, Mercy Hospital, Chicago; Catherine Vial, 
General Hospital, Boston; Jean Voria, Seattle; Ebba 
West, Henry County Hospital, Newcastle, Ind., and 
Esther Wibholm, University of Minnesota Hospital, 
Minneapolis. 
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Other foods placements include Virginia Eleanor, 
Harding's Restaurant, Chicago; Marilyn Frartk; A. E. 
Staley Mfg. Co., Decatur, Ill.; Dee Hoffman, Swift and 
Co., St. Louis; Helen Horton, American Meat Insti-
tute, Chicago; Glada Houser, Stouffer Corporation, 
Cleveland; Anne Pedersen, ·women's Education and 
Industrial Union, Boston; Mary Rowe, Swift and Co., 
St. Paul; Marilyn Blaise, recreational leader, Madrid 
Salvation Army Camp, Des Moines; Harriet Andregg 
and Mary Cordiner, laboratory technicians, Phillips 
Petroleum Co., Bartlesville, Okla., and Betty Ward, 
Stouffer Corporation, Cleveland. 
Home Economics graduates teaching in Iowa are 
Phyllis Anderson, Pella; Dorleen Aulerich, Durant; 
Jean Black, Ventura; Mildred Blair, Lake Mills; Beth 
Blomgren, Rockwell City; Merle Bruene, Postville; 
Helen Cannon, Missouri Valley; May Carter, Luther. 
Ramona Caslavka, Lisbon; Evelyn Courtney, Hud- · 
son; Alice Eubank, Mingo; Mary Fortner, BrookJyn; 
Marjorie Gifford, Marathon; Marie Gustafson, Fonda; 
Arlene Harmon, Charter Oak; Geraldine Hesnard, 
Buffalo Center; Elsie Jansen, DeWitt; Mary King, 
Blairsburg. 
Ann Lea Martin, Clemons; Marilyn Peterson, Wau-
kee; Elaine Marsh,- Mediapolis; Janet Mercer, Exira; 
Ilene Meyer, Renwick; Eloise Scarborough, Chariton; 
Carol Sloan, Forest City; Hazel Snavely, .Jessup; Lu-
cille Stanley, Corning; Alvarita Sturtevant, Sloan; Ar-
leen Upton, Owasa; Betty .Jo Wadsley, Rolfe; Mary 
Zeigler, Greene. 
Helen Marie Gildea, Garner; Doris Gugelar, Tipton; 
Loraine Lawrence, Gowrie; Betty Meierhoff, Ankeny; 
Doris Rystrom, Parkersburg; Celia McCool, Bagley; 
Hazel Rippey, Bedford. 
Those who are teaching outside of Iowa include 
Betty Ewing, Mooseheart, Ill.; Charlotte Grundahl, 
Brillion, Wis.; Charlotte Shupe, Oswego, Ill. ; Kather-
ine Donohue, Randolph, Neb. 
Some ' education graduates have chosen positions 
other than teaching. Virginia Ann Graf is doing office 
work in the Bankers Trust Co., Des Moines, and 
Catharine Hershey has a position with the Iowa Exten-
sion Service. Marian Maher is with the Sears Roebuck 
Co. in Chicago, and Carolyn Volk holds a position at 
the Eastman Kodak Corp., Oak Ridge, Tenn. Lucille 
Watson is working in the Federal Marine Dept., Gen-
eral Electric Co., Schenectady, N.Y. 
Margaretha Geiger, a household equipment major, 
will teach at Moville. 
Placements of institution management majors are 
Verdene Boyken, University of Washington, Seattle; 
Eileen Cooper, Ruth Eppert, Kathryn Kirby, Betty 
.Jane Ward, apprentice training, Stouffer Corp., Cleve-
land; Mary Fredericks, General Mills Home Service 
Dept., Minneapolis; Mary Ellen Lowe, Food Depart-
ment, Harriet McCormick YWCA, Chicago; Carol 
Read, Christian Science Benevolent Association, San 
Francisco. 
Graduates of technical journalism who have been 
placed are Marian Loofe, The Dairy Record) St. Paul; 
Dorothy Watt, Libby, McNeill and Libby, Chicago; 
.Joan Miller, Capper's Farmer) Topeka, Kans.; .Janet 
Russell, Minneapolis Stm·-]ournal; Catherine T ide-
manson, Olmstead-Foley Advertising Agency, Minne-
apolis. 
Textiles and Clothing graduates in department 
stores are Helen Bacon and Adelaide Loving, Mandel 
Brothers, Chicago; Mary .Jane Drake, Scraggs-Vander-
voort, St. Louis; Barbara Sgarlata, Killian's Sfore, Ce-
dar Rapids; and Emily Richmond, technical labora-
tory, Sears Roebuck, Chicago. 
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Here • s a Place 
Where Service 
Gives You 
Everything 
For the Co-ed of Iowa State 
-+c 
New and Used Text Books 
Spiral Note Books 
Eaton's Stationery 
Art Supplies 
Fountain Pens 
Laundry Cases 
Chemistry Aprons 
Felt College Animals 
Desk Supplies 
Greeting Cards 
Books for All Ages 
29 Years of Service to the Students of Iowa State 
Student Supply Store 
SOUTH OF CAMPUS 
Phone 164 
Sweaters 
a~fl - ~ ,,. 
Skwts 
to mix, match 
and wea·r 
everywhere 
Open Evenings 
The Rogers Shop 
2465 Lincolnway Phone 554-W 
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• 
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Redecorltte 
yourself and your room 
Belle · Sharmeer 
Gloves 
in 
Fabric and Leather 
Curtains 
and 
Draperies 
225 Main 
in 
Brev, Modite 
and 
Duchess Length 
Cottons 
Woolens 
Rayons 
for your 
Sewing Project 
Phone 100 
Business Home Economics 
(Continued from page 7) 
economists have to contribute, the number of open-
ings is increasing. The payroll of the Stouffer Cor-
poration, for example. carries 65 graduate home 
economists; Hardings, 72. 
Greyhound Bus plans to open a series of eating 
places which will be managed by home economists. 
Supplying ready cooked meals is another development 
slated for rapid expansion . 
INDUSTRIAL FEEDING 
With impetus from war needs, industrial feeding is 
one of the emergency projects which may well ~evelop 
into a permanent program. The industrial feeding 
-specialist has a many-sided role, she should be a ra-
tioning and price expert, a survey specialist, a nutri-
tionist, b'oth an architectural and a human engineer, 
and should have had broad teachnical training. Ade-
quate training in employee relationships and respon-
sibility is also greatly needed. 
JOBS I~ JOURNALISM 
Radio is making increasing demands for home eco-
nomics trained women who can write and it will ex-
pand more with television and radio food demonstra-
tions. New ideas are needed for women's news cast-
ing of all-around home programs. Business and radio 
home economists are wanted for faculty positions. 
In advertising there is a demand for trained women 
to conduct consumer surveys on new food products, 
to do market and food packaging research, and test 
sales appeal. 
The postwar business world will have many open-
ings for the home economics woman in business if she 
has real ability and vision. As one woman's magazine 
editor points out, she can function in new and broader 
ways in almost every industry that touches the home 
economics field. Big jobs will be available to those 
who are ready for them. 
Flowers - and a new 
vase or plate to ar· 
range them in. The 
nicest gift ever - and 
all/rom 
Coe' s Flower Shops 
Both shops are authorized mem-
bers of Florists Telegraph Delivery 
2542 Lincolnway Sheldon-Munn Hotel 
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At Your 
Service 
Stationery 
Greeting Cards 
Cosmetics 
Whitman's and 
Stover's Candy 
Gifts 
COME IN AND 
LOOK AROUND 
Campus Drug Co. 
2430 Lincolnway Phone 1195 
O'Neil's Ice Cream 
a delicious food product 
Good for 
Young and Old 
Rich and Poor 
O'Neil Dairy 
308 Fifth Phone 62 
Jack Sprat Flour Wins 
''E 11 for Enrichment! 
Figuratively, a ceremony of importance took 
place recently at the Jack Sprat Mills. Actually, 
there was no great crowd gathered for the 
ceremony . . there really wasn't any cere-
mony . . yet thousands of women cheered for 
all they were worth as the decision was made 
to enrich Jack Sprat Flour with valuable 
vitamins and minerals .. for this decision as-
sured them of extra nutrition in their baked 
foods. 
Vitamins Bl and B2, niacin and iron are the 
new nutritional elements . . not a single penny 
has been added to the price of the flour . . and 
J ack Sprat sacks of all sizes now proudly flaunt 
their "Vitamin Enriched" label. 
More confidently than ever, we repeat the 
Jack Sprat guarantee: USE AN ENTIRE SACK 
(any size ) ; UNLESS THE FAMILY VOTES 
THE BREAD, BISCUITS AND PASTRY THE 
BEST YOU'VE EVER BAKED, RETURN THE 
EMPTY SACK AND EVERY CENT OF YOUR 
MONEY WILL B~ REFUNDED! 
YOU COULDN'T ASK FOR MORE ... 
From head to toe Y ounkers' college clothes will take 
you through from dawning to yawning . . . in the 
best college way. You'll delight in the yummy sports-
wear . . . sweaters in cardigans, pull-overs, sleeve-
less v-necks; campus-proud skirts, sports slacks, lots of 
jumpers, lots of jerseys in sweater blouses, casual 
suits, all set to take you 'round campus! 
322 MAIN 
When your next appointment changes from the aca-
demic to the social . . . make the most of the fall sil-
houette in suits and dresses, wide shoulders, slimming 
skirts, draped line, all in tempting fall tones. You'll 
find just the dress for that canteen date . . . date 
dance . . . or fall formal. Keep an eye on the acces-
sory section for your latest style detail that is the 
boast of a college coed. Stop in now! 
AMES 
